
STAAR – Math, Science, and Social Studies



Today’s Topics

Lessons learned from 2023

Implementing the new science 
TEKS into STAAR

Information for 2023-2024

Opportunities for teachers



The Student Assessment and Performance Reporting Divisions are 
combined to create the Assessment and Reporting Department.
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The two assessment divisions work closely together. 
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The Student Assessment Division focuses on test administration and 
systems. 

Test Administration
Andrew Lawver, Director

Policy and Publications
Julie Cole, Director

Strategy and Operations
Karen Mayton, Director

José Ríos, Director, Administration 
Student Assessment Division
jose.rios@tea.texas.gov

mailto:Jose.@tea.texas.gov


The Assessment Development Division focuses on the content areas. 

Math, Science, and Social Studies
Jo Ann Bilderback, Director

Reading Language Arts
Chelaine Marion, Director

Spanish/TELPAS
Joe Cisneros, Director

Division Operations
Pete Flores, Director

Chris Rozunick, Director, Content 
Assessment Development Division
christine.rozunick@tea.texas.gov

mailto:christine.rozunick@tea.texas.gov


The math, science, and social studies team works with STAAR and 
STAAR Alt 2.

Math, Science, and Social Studies Team

Erik Pinter, Math Specialist, 
Assessment Development Division 
erik.pinter@tea.texas.gov

Carrie Alexander, Math Specialist, 
Assessment Development Division
carrie.alexander@tea.texas.gov

Donna Fontenot, Math Specialist, 
Assessment Development Division
donna.fontenot@tea.texas.gov

Jo Ann Bilderback, Content Director, 
Math, Science, and Social Studies
Assessment Development Division
joann.bilderback@tea.texas.gov

Brian Byrwa, Science Specialist, Assessment 
Development Division
brian.byrwa@tea.texas.gov

Carmen Trejo, Social Studies Specialist, 
Assessment Development Division
carmen.trejo@tea.texas.gov

mailto:erik.pinter@tea.texas.gov
mailto:carrie.alexander@tea.texas.gov
mailto:donna.fontenot@tea.texas.gov
mailto:joann.bilderback@tea.texas.gov
mailto:brian.byrwa@tea.texas.gov
mailto:carmen.trejo@tea.texas.gov


Our contact information remains the same. The Help Desk will 
coordinate with the three divisions.

Assessment Help Desk

When you contact the Help 
Desk, please include the 
following information:

 Topic
 Questions
 Relevant information
 Contact information

(Please include availability if you 
request a phone call.)

https://teastudentassessments.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/categories/360002017872-Student-Assessment


STAAR Redesign: Lessons 
Learned from 2023



Recap of HB 3906

Text entry/Equation editor

Scoring vs. Grading

With the implementation of the STAAR Redesign, we learned several 
things from the students and teachers.
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RECALL: State and Federal laws require a redesign of Texas’s state 
summative assessment (STAAR), effective 2022-23
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HB 3906 in 2019 created transformative 
changes to improve the STAAR program.

75% multiple choice cap

Transition to 100% online testing

Through-year assessment pilot

Interim and formative assessments

Additionally, the federal government requires 
Texas to assess the breadth of the TEKS, which 
for RLA includes writing at every grade.



RECALL: For the Spring 2023 administration, each content area test 
included some of the new question types in addition to multiple-choice 
questions. 

Graphing

Number line

Hot spot

Fraction model

Drag and drop

Match table grid

Multiselect

Text entry/Equation 
editor

MATH

Inline choice

Text entry

Hot spot

Drag and drop

Multipart

Multiselect

Short-constructed 
response (SCR)

Match table grid

SCIENCE

Inline choice

Hot spot

Hot text

Multipart

Match table grid

Multiselect

Short-constructed 
response (SCR)

SOCIAL STUDIES



Recap of HB 3906

Text entry/Equation editor

Scoring vs. Grading

With the implementation of the STAAR Redesign, we learned some things 
from the students and teachers.
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Text entry and Equation editor responses go through an adjudication 
process to confirm that all correct responses receive credit.
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STAAR 
Administration

• Tests are 
administered 
and student 
responses 
are collected 
and scored

Response 
Adjudication

• Text entry 
and Equation 
editor 
responses 
are reviewed 
by vendors 
and TEA staff

Score

• Scores for 
questions 
with flagged 
responses 
are adjusted 
based on 
adjudication

Reporting

• Scores are 
reported to 
districts



Encourage students to avoid including unnecessary digits or 
decimals points.



Encourage students to be careful when entering fractions and 
mixed numbers.



Entries with incorrectly entered fractions or mixed numbers 
will not receive credit.



Be careful not to enter redundant symbols in scaffolded responses.



Remind students to watch for instructional phrases in 
direction lines. 
Write your answer in dollars and cents.

Enter your answer in the space provided.



Remind students to watch for instructional phrases in 
direction lines. 



Recap of HB 3906

Text entry/Equation editor

Scoring vs. Grading

With the implementation of the STAAR Redesign, we learned some things 
from the students and teachers.
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When grading, the teacher knows the student and can interpret the 
student’s knowledge.
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In the classroom, teachers can 
make judgement calls on 
grading the student responses 
because they know the student 
and can consider the 
knowledge the student has 
previously demonstrated 
during classroom activities.



When scoring, the scorer does not have previous knowledge of the 
student or what they know about the content.
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Points are awarded based on how well the 
response addresses the question according to 
the rubric. 

2
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Each SCR question has an item-specific rubric, so these questions are 
scored not graded.
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Rubrics are reviewed by the educator item review (EIR) committees prior 
to the question appearing on STAAR for field-testing.
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The EIR committees can provide 
feedback and suggestions to all 
items, including the SCR prompt 
and item-specific rubric. 

This is the opportunity for edits 
to be made to the rubric, not after 
the question has been field-
tested.



Anchor approval committees provide guidance for scoring in addition to 
the rubric.
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The anchor approval committees 
review SCR responses from the 
field-test to provide feedback 
concerning the application of the 
scoring rubric and provide 
guidance for scorers to use on 
responses that are not clearly 
correct or clearly incorrect. 

Edits are not made to the rubric
after the question has been field-
tested.



The content in the rubric and the scoring guidance provided by 
the anchor approval committees is used to score these questions.
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The rubrics cannot 
always provide an 
exhaustive list of 
possible answers. 

Anchor approval 
committees provide 
scoring guidance that is 
used to train the scorers 
on how to score the 
responses.



Responses that are outside the rubric or scoring guidance are 
escalated to a supervisor’s review.
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Unlike teachers providing 
grades on classroom 
assessments, scorers 
cannot make judgements 
outside of the rubric or 
scoring guidance.

Responses that are outside 
the scope of the rubric or 
scoring guidance are
elevated to a higher review 
with the vendor and TEA.



Score: 
Score two points for correct answers that include a 
reference to both:

Cause of the farmers’ protest:
• Tax
• Government tax
• Tax on whiskey
• Undue burden on least, affording to pay
• Excessive government interference in farmers 

ability to make money/living
How was protest resolved:
• Government used force
• Government used the army to put down the protest
• Government arrested protestors and put them in jail
• Government charged and tried the protestors in 

court

Short constructed response questions are scored using a prompt-
specific two-point rubric.
Grade 8 Social Studies – Prompt

This is an excerpt from a letter written by Alexander 
Hamilton about protest by farmers in the early 1790s.

Grade 8 Social Studies – Item-specific Rubric

Score:
The response is incorrect 
or irrelevant.

Score: 
The response provides only half 
of the correct details.

Prompt: What was the cause of the farmers’ protest 
described in Hamilton’s letter AND how was the protest 
resolved?



Implementing the 
New Science TEKS 
into STAAR



Implementation Timeline

Published Documents

Cluster Sample Sets

The implementation of the new science TEKS into STAAR requires a two-
year process.
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RECALL: Timeline for implementing the new science TEKS in the state 
assessment program

STAAR assesses full 
scope of new TEKS

New TEKS operational in classrooms

2022-2023 2023-2024 2024-2025 2025-2026

STAAR assesses 
overlap curriculum

Start developing items aligned to new standards

Educator focus groups to 
gather feedback on design 
and assessed curriculum

Educator Advisory Committee 
reviews feedback and makes 

recommendations

Stakeholder 
engagement

Test 
development

Implementation

First field test of items 
aligned to new standards 

Standard-setting 
for new assessment

Educators will be a part of both the planning and building of the new science assessment.

In 2020-2021, the SBOE has adopted revised TEKS for science in grades K-12. TEA will work with Texas 
educators to update the science STAAR tests to assess the newly adopted standards on the following 
timeline..

Educators continue to participate in the development of tests (e.g., 
reviewing and approval potential questions)
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We are here



Recall: A variety of stakeholders participate in the process of assessing the 
revised TEKS. This will conclude at the end of the 2023-2024 school year.

State Board of Education – Adopts the revised TEKS

Community – Provides public comments

Teacher Committees – Provides initial feedback on the design 
and assessed curriculum

Educator Advisory Committee - Provides feedback to TEA 
assessment divisions

Teacher Committees – Continue to provide feedback and 
review assessment questions 
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Recall: Tasks have been outlined to produce and publish documents a 
year prior to the transition and implementation years.

20
22
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23
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20
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20
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-2
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6 Develop 
proposals for 
transition year

 Gather feedback 
from EAC and 
teachers

 Publish 
documents for 
transition year

 Develop 
proposals for 
implementation 
year

 Gather feedback 
from EAC and 
teachers

 Develop and 
review items 
assessing new 
TEKS

Transition Year

 Publish 
documents for 
implementation 
year

 Develop and 
review items 
assessing new 
TEKS

 Assess overlap

Implementation 
Year

 Develop and 
review items 
assessing new 
TEKS

 Assess full 
scope of new 
TEKS

1

Focus groups concluded at the end of July. Documents for the transition year were published in 
October 2023.

Already in progress



Implementation Timeline

Published Documents

Cluster Sample Sets

The implementation of the new science TEKS into STAAR requires a two-
year process.
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The Assessed Curriculum documents and Blueprints for the transition 
year are available on the TEA website.

The documents for 
the 2024-2025 school 
year (transition year) 
are located by grade 
level on the Science 
Resources page.



The transition year documents are identified with the 2024-2025 school 
year in each section.



Information on how to read the document is given on the cover page.



Implementation Timeline

Published Documents

Cluster Sample Sets

The implementation of the new science TEKS into STAAR requires a two-
year process.



The feedback from educators on the cluster item sets was very 
positive.
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90% of the teachers 
gave positive 

feedback on the 
item sets.

Include 1-2 cluster item sets for each test title.

These item sets would contain 3-5 stand-
alone questions that reference the same 
stimulus. 

PROPOSE:

 Groups concepts together which could 
reinforce the recurring themes in the TEKS 
– align to classroom instruction

 Reinforces cross-curricular focus

 Scores items individually which would not 
require changes to the test blueprint.

POTENTIAL BENEFITS:



There are several things considered when developing the clusters.

 Address the limited amount of 
screen space available

 Minimize the amount of 
reading in the stimulus; use 
graphics

 Score each question 
individually, not as a set

 Vary the question types in the 
set



The cluster samples are available with the Practice Items, and the answer 
keys are located on the TEA website.

These items are provided 
as examples. They have 
not been through the 
STAAR review process, 
including teacher 
committees, and they do 
not have performance 
data attached to them.

Practice Test Site

https://login6.cambiumtds.com/student_core/V43/Pages/LoginShell.aspx?c=Texas_PT&a=Student


This example is from grade 8. Match table grid questions are in development 
for science beginning with this year.



This example is from grade 8. Inline choice questions are in development 
for science beginning with this year.



Information for 
2023-2024



Blueprints for each grade level are current.

it 

s 
 

This is the year 
was first 

implemented. 
These blueprint
continue to be in

effect.

Links to 
additional 
resources.

https://tea.texas.gov/student-assessment/testing/staar/staar-resources#tab-29541-2
https://tea.texas.gov/student-assessment/testing/staar/staar-resources#tab-29541-2


The STAAR Calculator Policy has been updated to provide more clarity.

• The STAAR Calculator Policy has been 
restructured for clarity

• Polynomial root finders and 
simultaneous equation solvers have been 
added to the list of functions that must be 
disabled. The requirement to disable 
these functions is not new because they 
compromise the assessment of specific 
TEKS

• The policy is posted in the DCCR and on 
the TEA website. 
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https://txassessmentdocs.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/ODCCM/pages/2793211397/STAAR+Calculator+Policy


TEA ensures that the scoring model for SCR questions is valid and reliable. 
We are consistently exploring how to improve the process.

Beginning in December 
2023, TEA will implement 
a hybrid-scoring model 
that incorporates 
automated scoring 
alongside our human 
expert scorers. 

Hybrid scoring is not artificial intelligence 

Humans, including Texas educators, will continue to be 
involved in all parts of the scoring process 

Educator committees will give input on how 
responses should be scored 

Humans monitor and adjust the scoring system by 
checking the reliability of scoring metrics

More information will be available in the next few months



Opportunities for 
Teachers to be 
Involved with STAAR



Benefits of participating in the STAAR educator item review 
committee include:
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Complete the Educator Committee Application Form found in the Texas 
Assessment Learning Management System.

Review potential STAAR 
items before field testing

Make recommendations 
for changes to items

Share knowledge with a 
diverse group of educators 
from across Texas

Earn 16-36 CPE hours



Let’s learn a little more about our teacher committees
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Please register for one of our committees on the Texas Assessment 
Learning Management System! 

Classroom teachers, instructional coaches, campus and district 
content specialists, and campus administrators can serve in a 
variety of ways:

• Educator item review – each potential question for a state 
test is reviewed and approved by a committee of Texas 
educators

• Anchor Approval Committees – educators are convened to 
set the scoring boundaries for student constructed responses 
based on the rubric

• Subject-area advisory groups – groups of educators are 
convened to provide feedback on subject-area-specific topics
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Educator Committee Application

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/dd1f05842b8c4a71bc492ffa08e22ff9


Thank you for attending our session today.

Math Science
Carrie Alexander Brian Byrwa
Donna Fontenot
Erik Pinter Social Studies

Carmen Trejo

Math/Science/Social Studies Director
JoAnn Bilderback

Please provide your input.

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/9eacfeb691a44f34a5c74fb35d7ff659
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